UNREAL ENGINE ANIMATION PIPELINE
SEQUENCES

Live Link

Anim Curves

Anim Notifies

Curve that can be read as the
Sequence it is in is played.

Notifications thrown as the
Sequence is played. Can be sounds,
particles, or events for further
processing via BP.

Plugin used to connect DDC to
Unreal so a change in the DDC
is visualised immediately in
the Editor.

Sync Markers
Use to match blending between
Sequences with different lengths
and timings.

Cloth Simulation

Hair and Fur
Simulation

Can update immediately

The Physical simulation for the
clothing is done after the final pose
is calculated and added to the
Skeletal Mesh.

Use to match blending between
Sequences with different lengths
and timings.

Importing

Can be used to generate new Sequences

Skeletal Mesh, Skeleton
and/or Sequences are
interpreted from the file.
Can be compressed.

FBX File

Can contain several at once

Sequences

Always contains bone hierarchy
and may contain a mesh and one
or more animations.

Comes with powerful movement
capabilities, collision recognition and
linked to a SkeletalMesh.

Blend Spaces

Montages

Pose Assets

One or two dimensional blending
spaces for progressive transitions.

Expose animation to BP or code and
allow to create or combine animation
effects using one or more sequences.
Work in slots.

Poses can be combined to create
new Sequences or blended in the
AnimGraph. Common use are
facial expressions.

PROCEDURAL NODES

Drives

Animation
Retargeting Manager

Physics Assets
Defines the collision setup using
volumes attached to bones, as well
as physical constraints to drive
physical behavior.

Allows to adapt Sequences, Skeletal
Meshes or AnimBP to a new Skeleton.
It can be a similar Skeleton but with
different proportions or a totally
different Skeleton.

Specifies
behavior

FLOW CONTROL NODES

Rigid Body Node

Anim Dynamics

IK Nodes

Allows physical behavior driven by
the Physics Asset setup.

Nodes that can be used for specific
physical behaviours, but simpler
than Rigid Body - ex. Spring effects.

Two bones IK solution that can be
used for legs, arms and more. Also
LookAt solution.

Slots

Blend and Additive

Pose Caching

Add layering functionality to the flow.
Most common slot is UpperBody.

There are several ways of mixing
animation flows: Interpolation or
adding transformation. It can be
masked in the hierarchy.

Allow reuse of information and is
quite performant. Should also be
used for cleanliness.

Generates

Control Rig

Animation Layers

Procedural behaviour can be added
to a Skeleton and used in the
AnimGraph. Fully functional rigs
are possible with this tool.

is defined by

Clothing
Physical properties configured
using paint and masking tools.

Sub-sections can be switched
dynamically using Layer Nodes,
that encapsulate Graphs.

Skeletal Mesh

Skeleton

Defines a mesh that can be modify by
bones. Each Mesh is associated to a
Skeleton, but several Meshes can
share same Skeleton. Also defines
Material Ids, Morph Targets
and LODs.

Defines bone hierarchy and is the
pillar of the animation process.
A Skeleton can have several
associated Skeletal Meshes,
Sequences and AnimBP.

State Machine
Can play any Playeable node.
Transitions can have complex
conditions using visual scripting.

Can be used to reduce the amount
of triangles in a mesh but also
amount of bones in a hierarchy.

Final Pose from
AnimGraph flow is
calculated.

Rendered Result

Anim Graph

Controls behavior in

Skeletal Mesh
Reduction Tool

Calculate Pose

The flow is used for

Can drive several

Virtual Bones

Sockets

New bones that can copy
movement from another bone but
with different hierarchy.

Slots attached to bones usually
used for gameplay effects.

The final calculated result.

Provides control variables

Feeds variables
for conditions

Event Graph
Via BP visual scripting processes
input data each tick to drive the
AnimGraph and State Machines.

Animation Sharing
Manager

Sync Markers
Use to match blending between
Sequences with different lengths
and timings.

Allows to share the same final pose
among several pawns that share the
same skeleton. Data driven setup that
also permits for randomizing,
interrupts and additives.

PERFORMANCE

GAMEPLAY FRAMEWORK

Controller

Pawn

Other Variables

Will be the main source for Event
Graph variables.

Pawn and Character can also provide
the Event Graph with data.

Any other source can provide the
Event Graph with data as long as it
can grab a reference to it.

Animation Budget
Allocator
A maximum number of ms dedicated
to animation processing can be set
and the system will adjust animation
rates, interpolation and ticking to fit
in that budget.

Animation Tick
The time between updates for an
animation can be setup to improve
performance depending on the
distance to the camera.

Multi Threaded
Update
LODs
LODs can be setup in the
SkeletalMesh to reduce both
triangles and number of bones to
be processed.

Fast Path Node
Try using always Fast Path Nodes
that compile directly in C++
functions.

Multi Threaded Animation Update
can be activated, so non-game
threads can calculate
AnimGraphs updates.
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